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1. HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION: Item 12(d) of the Agenda (document EM;RCll/7) 

The CHAIRMllN asked Dr. Taba to introduce the subject. 

Dr. TABA, Regional Director, said that hospital administration was very 

important for the countries of the Region, most of which were in the developing 

stage and devoted a large proportion of their health budgets to hospitals and 

medical care services. 

WHO headquarters was at present making a survey of the expen:iiture of 

medical care in six countries, including one in the Eastern Mediterranean 

Region, and the data obtained were expected to show the percentage of the 

health budgets of those countries devoted to medical care. In countries of 

the Eastern Mediterranean nearly all hospitals and medical care services were 

planned u.v the State but, in spite of that, there was a shortage of beds and 

of qualified personnel. WHO assistance, which it was planned to increase, 

therefore covered training of various types of personnel in hospital adminis-

tration as well as the proviSion of advice to governments. Training in 

hospital administration was given at the American University of Beirut at the 

Faculty of Medicine in Teheran and in some other centres serving the Region; 

such training was als.o available or would be made available in national centres. 

The document before the Sub-Committee (EM;RCll/7) was a statement of the 

situation in the Region and did not aim at suggesting any solution to the 

problems encountered. 

In 1960 WHO had sent an expert in hospital administration to countries in 

several regions and a list of.the common problems he had encountered was given 

on page 4 of the document. All those problems existed in the Eastern 

Hediterranean rtegion. 

Dr. SYMI.N (Israel) said that "Hospital Planning and Administration" would 

have been a better title for the document, since it dealt with the planning of 

hospitals as well as with their administration. He agreed that the problems 

listed in the document, and to which Dr. Taba had drawn attention, existed in 

nearly every country of the Region, including Israel, where the rapid develop

ment of the country had made planning very difficult. He was in agreement 

with the statement on page 2 of the document that policy deCisions, long-term 

planning and training of personnel should be the responsibility of the central 

hospital administration unit of a country an:i that when hospitals were built 

attention should be given to the training of personn5l to run them. 
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The document mentioned (page 2) the trend towards decentralization. In that 

connection a word of warning appeared necessaFf; the success of decentraliza

tion was dependent upon the availability of a sufficient number of adequately 

trained personnel. In Israel, good results had been achieved by training 

practical nurses, but that was not a solution unless there was a sufficient 

number of qualified nurses to take charge and supervise their work. 

The CHAIRI"IAN put to the Sub-Committee the following draft resolution: 

The Sub-Committee, 

Having examined the document on hospital administration presented by 
the Regional Director; 

Recognizing that hospital services unless well-planned arn operated 
are uneconomical and can absorb all funds alloted to the health services 
including those needed for preventive activities, 

1. URGES governments to pay closer attention to hospital administration 
both on the central level where long-term plans are IlBde and policy 
formulated, and on the level of individual hospital units where the 
necessity for effective hospital administration is becoming urgent in 
many countries; 

2. EMPHASIZES the need for training in hospital administration, and 
the award of fellOWShips in this field; 

3. REQUESTS the Regional Director to assist governments at their 
request in imprOving their hospital administration, to encourage schools 
of public health to supplement their basic public health training with 
elective courses in hospital administration for physicians am laymen, 
and to continue to supply advisory services in the field as well as in 
related fields such as hospital planning. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (EM/RCIlB/R.12). 

2. RURJ\L HEALTH: Item 12(e) of tile Agenda (Document EM/RCll/8 and Add.l-4). 

The CHAIRMAN asked the Deputy Regional Director to introduce the item. 

Dr. EL HALAWANI, Deputy Regional Director, said that the document before 

the Sub-Committee (EM/RCll/8) outlined the historical background of social 

and economic conditions in the region, because the study of that was very 

necessary if rural health work was to be successfully planned. 

The document (page 3) emphasized the necessity for setting up a board 

charged 1<ith the over-all responsibility for community planning in its broadest 

aspects. Some countries in the Region had recently established boards to deal 

with education, health, water supplies, housing, nutrition, etc ••• 
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The document also stressed the importance of enlisting the help of the people 

themselves, at all levels, in plai1ning and working for the development of the 

community and drew attention to the link between education and public health, 

8specially the health of children. Section III of the document contained 

comments on health in rural areas of the countries of the Middle East. 

Certain indexes - particularly infant and maternal mortality rates and the 

tuberculosis rate - were important in reflecting local health conditions; but 

the statistics that would provide such information were often not available 

iIi the Region, where statistical work was in an early stage of developrent. 

WHO assistance was being given in that connection. Addendum 4 to the 

document showed the prevalence of tuberculosis and trachoma in the ccuntries 

of the Region. WHOIS Regional Tuberculosis Prevalence Survey Team had not 

so far found any significant difference in the tuberculosis prevalence in 

urban and in rural areas; in fact, prevalence was greater in some rural areas. 

As was stated in the dccument, few countries in the Region had public 

health services which satisfied the minimum standards generally conSidered 

acceptable; in ma~ of them the health services were curative only and not 

public health services in the true sense. 

Section IV of the document dealt with rural health and community develop

ment in the countries of the Region; it gave a historical review beginning 

with the first conference on rural health convened qy the League of Nations in 

1931 and described various patterns of rural health services existing in the 

Region. In that section also, reference would be found to projects assisted 

qy ,mo, ihcluding the demonstration and training area set up with WHO assistancEC 

in Qalyub, Egypt, a detailed description of which would be fcund in Addendum 2. 

Section V of the document was devoted to What had been called the endemic 

diseases load (or could be referred to as the morbidity load) of the communivJ. 

That could be eliminated only qy efficient public health services, especially 

rural health serv:1.ces. 

In Section VI reference was made to "integration" - the necessity far 

concerted action qy all bodies and individuals concerned with the provision 

of rural services. 

Dr. PETERSON (Director, Division of Public Health Services,Wm HQ) mid furt the 

document gave much information - referred to by Dr. El Halawani - that was 

relevant to the work of WHO headquarters. 
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Decentralization of services was becoming very important. WHO would be 

participating in a meeting on decentralization planned qy the United Nations 

Division· of Public Administration to consider all aspects of decentalization, 

including the health aspects. The document would provide good example s of 

decentralization in health services in the Eastern Mediterranean Region. 

Community development was another subject which concerned WHO, which was 

represented in the ad hoc committee on cOI1Y1lUni ty development of the Administra

tive Committee on Co-ordination. The Organization's view was that community 

development should not be the function of a separate administ~ative body but 

should be practised by all technical bodies and ministries, and tha t opinion 

was gaining ground in the United Nations and i.n other agencies. The part of 

the document which dealth with health centres - .lith the number of people 

they could serve and staffing requirements etc., - would also be of use in 

connecti on with T,he United Nations' meeting on decentralization, because the 

United Nations wanted to find out what was the optimal area that could be 

decentralized. 

Dr. GLYNN (United Kingdom) drew attenti on to tIE advantage to be gained from 

enlisting the help of educated non-medical elements of the population, especiaQr 

school teachers, in dealing .nth health problans am the eoonol1\V that might 

thereqy be effected. As an example, he mentioned his <wn experience of a 

project for the control of trachoma among school children. The treatment and 

follow-up of the children had been entrusted to the teachers. The incidence 

of trachoma had been reduced to a very low level - a result that would not 

have been achie-~d in that case qy relying on medical personnel alone. 

11ooeoin-Colonel FAURE (France) said that in French Somaliland very 

satisfactory results had been obtained qy the Mobile Service of Hygiene and 

Prophylaxis, which had been set up there, as in other territories, because cf 

the difficulty of providing fixed rural health services. The service worked 

in the following way: a team for case-finding and preventive work, including 

vaCCination, went first into the areas to be served &rrl was followed qy another 

team which carried out treatment. At the request of the teams, specialists 

were sent to aqy area where they were needed. The service enabled the authorities 

to obtain information on communicable diseases throughout the territory and to 

tako.the necessary prophylactic measures. 

Dr. DIBA (Iran), although recognizing·that conditions varied in every 

country, thought that the best solution was to provide fixed rural health services 
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staffed by awei'ial"J health workers giv~n suitable training and then sent back 

to serve in their own areas. Mobile teams could be used to reinforce such 

services as necessar,y. He referred the Sub-Committee to the description of 

rural health work in Iran given in Addendum 3 to document EM/RCll/8. Iran 

followGd the policy advocated by the Representative of the United Kingdom and 

enlisted the help of non-medical workers. 

education were given to school teachers. 

Courses on health and health 

Dr. BERTHET (International Children's Centre) stressed the necessit.y of 

providing sufficient material advantages to induce physicians and other health 

workers in rural areas to remain in their posts. At present there was a 

strong tendency for them to gravitate to the towns as soon as they had the 

opportunity to do so. 

The CHAl1tl'lAN said that in Cyprus the help of school teachers and village 

authori ties had been enlisted and considerable improvements had been achieved 

in rural sanitation, nutrition and housing. In addition, rural health staff 

gave talks to women's and vouth organizations and similar bodies and obtained 

their collaboration. 

Dr. BERTHET (International Children's Centre) said that in 195~, a~ ~ne 

request of the lurkish authorities: t"lks on health subjects had been given 

dUring one week to the imams of the mosques in Istambu1. The coll2.boration 

of the imams in health educntio~ work had subsequently been very valuable. 

Dr. EL HALAWANI, Deputy Regional Director, thanked the representatives for 

their valuable comments. Ho thought that most of the points raised had been 

covered in the document and the collaboration of non-medical people such as 

school teachers was baing used in the work to improve rural health services. 

Tho CHAIRMAN put to the Sub"Committee the following draft resolution: 

The Sub-Committee, 

Having examined the documents on rural health in the Eastern 
Mediterranean Region subnitted by the Regional Director; 

Considering the great importance of rural health and the benefits 
that will accrue if concerted action is undertaken in the field of health 
and community development to raise the socio-economic stardard of the 
rural population, 

1. URGES States Members of the Regional Committee to organize within each 
of their Ministries of Health a special department to deal particular1;y 
with planning for rural health and its integration into community develop
ment; 
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2. RECOMi'iENDS the policy of regionalization of health work so that 
autononw is finally gr'mted not only at the level of the province but at 
the level of the health district as integrated in community development 
projects; 

3. REQUESTS tho Regional Director to assist the governments in their 
efforts in planning and evaluating rural health projects, particularly 
in supplying expert advice. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (EM/RCIlB/R.IJ). 

3. lfJANli.GEMENT OF MEDICAL STORES A~1J) PHARMACY AS PART OF PUBLIC HEAl.TH 
ADMINISTRATION: Item 12(f) of the Agenda (Document EH/RCll/9) 

The CHAIRMAN asked the Regional Director to introduce the subject. 

Dr. TABA, Regional Director, said that a number of countries in the Region 

had asked for help from WHO in setting up or improving medical supply services. 

The document before the Sub-COmmittee (EM/RCll/9) set forth the views of the 

Regional Office on the organizatiop of medical supplies services and stores in 

the Eastern Hediterrarean Region. It was intended later to prepare further 

papers on the subject as additional experience was acquired. 

Up to the present, the Medical Supply Officer of the Regional Office had 

dealth with all requests for advice but WHO assistance could not be increased 

unless the services of a full time adviser or consultants were provided for and 

that had been done in the proposed programme and budget estimates of 1963. 

The document before the Committee emphasized the importance WHO attached 

to medical stores management and drew attention to toe fact that aIlrtstance 

could be conuidered and made available in this field. Mr. Wilson, Chief of 

Supply Services at headquarters, was in the meeting and would be available 

to participate in the debate, as necessary. 

Dr. SYMAN (Israel) said that he was glad that the Regional Office was 

planning to establish facilities for better advisory assistance to governments 

in their organization of medical supply services; that would meet a need 

long felt even by countries, such as his own, that already had such services. 

There seened to be some conflict between the rather old-fashiored approach 

reflected in the organizational chart (page 5) and the modern concepts - with 

which he agreed - set out on pages 1 - 3 of the document. The organization 

of medical supply services had to be adapted to the general economic background 

of each country and no s,ystem could be applied everywhere. In Israel, the 

medical supply services had been organized along the lines indicated in the 

document but the authorities had encountered difficulties of development. 
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They had found that, since Israel now produced most of its own equipment, pur

chasing experts were needed, rather than a nharmacist, as storekeepers. They 

had therefore reduced the medical stores ani appointed a team of experts to 

advise on purchasing in the open market.. 

He did nat think that the chief of the central medical store should 

necessarily be a pharmacist, since drugl3 were only one component of medical 

supplies, but rather a hospital administrator assisted qy engineers and pharma-

cists. He realized, however, that such an organization might nat be suitable 

in every country. 

Medecin-Colonel FAURE (France) thought that an aspect needing particular 

attention was the packing of materials, mich were often very costly. 

Dr. GLYNN (United Kingdom) agreed with mat Dr. Syman had said about central 

medical stores being headed qy a hospital administrator. The document, how-

ever, was primarily concerned with the rtmning of medical stores and appeared 

to deal adequately with that side of the question. Nevertheless, some emphasis 

should be placed on the deSirability of over-all supervision at ministerial 

level qy a medical officer since, as Dr. Syman had emphasized, more than drugs 

were involved. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Regional Director would certainly bear re

presentatives' comments in mind in connection with further work on the subject. 

He put to the Sub-Committee the following draft resolution: 

The Sub-Committee, 

Having studied the document on the management of medical stores and 
pharmacy as part of public health administration, 

RECOONIZES the importance of developing well organized medical supply 
services as an integral p~.~,t of t:le health services for the country. 

Dr. SYMAN (Israel) proposed adding a second operative paragraph to 

the draft resolution, as follo1<"s: 

2. REQUESTS the Regional Directol" to assist the governments in their 
efforts in planning and developing such services. 

Decision: The draft resolution was "adopted with the amendment proposed 
by Dr. Syman (EM;RCllB;R.14) 

4. KHAT: A PRELIMINARY STUDY, Item 12(.g) of the Agenda (Document EM/RCll/lO) 

The CHAIRMAN said t.hat the Sub-Committee would consider the last heading 

under item 12 of the Agenda "Khat - a Prelinrlnary Study", and asked tho Regioml 
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Director to introduce the paper which had been circulated (EM/RCll/lO). 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR recalled that this was nat the first paper on khat 

that had been submitted to the Regional Committee. There had been two earlier 

papers which the Committee had considered and they had asked the Regional 

Office to continue the study. 

The paper before the Sub-Committee was preliminary and the Regional Ofi'ice 

hoped to follow it up as further data on its composition and properties came 

in. This paper gave the historical background and the relation between khat 

and coffee and then related to the s,rmptoms described by various writers, and 

the studies made by experts in the Regional Office. On page 16 were given 

the conclusions of this author. He recommended further research and indicated 

what lines it should follow. For example, because the green leaves,produced 

different symptoms from the dry leaves and because of their ephemereal nature, 

it would be necessary for research to be done on the spat. It was suggested 

also that there might be experiments on animals because the behaviour of goats 

a~d camels showed some changes after they had chewed khat leaves. The leaves 

were not really narcotic and there was no evidence that they produced addiction, 

Analysis in the Regional Office and at Headquarters had shown only one active 

principle, d-norpseudoephedrine, and that was not enough to place khat in the 

list of addiation-producing drugs; but it was necessary to continue the 

experiments and pharmaceutical analysis. 

Although khat was probably not an addiction-producing drug, its use had 

somE) peculiar characteristics. There was a long latent period or throshold 

rE)qdrE)ci for the effects to be produced. Chewing fresh l.eave~ or drinking a 

concoction had no immediate effect and it ,ias necessary to continue its use 

for from six to eight weeks before any symptom is felt. It was shown in the 

paper that the use of khat had probably some useful social effects in the past, 

but these were not compatible with the more energetic life of a developing 

country nnd its social requirements. Other factors influencing the effect of 

khat: large amounts of fluid, glucose and sugar, or physical activity enhanced 

the effect. Finally,re repectai that the Regional Office proposed to continue 

inve stigati on. 

;Jr. FAURE (Fr:once) thought that the document presented was of great interest net 

only because of its content which H'as extremely comprehensive, rut because it 

,ffiS so well prepared and presented. In his own experience he had met some 

effects not emphasized in'the paper and in particular its effect on the digestive 
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tract. Some addicts to khat returned to the hospital every six weeks ClI' so 

apparently because khat produces some kind of intestinal paralys1.s. 

He agreed that in any area .. mere khat is much used it causes pauperism 

and therefore, indirectly, tuberculosis. Poor persons often prefer to spend 

their money on khat rather than on food and in certain large cities the expendi

ture on khat was the equivalent of 18,000 meals daily. 

Dr. GLYNN (Unital Kingdom) mshed to support Dr. Faure's complim:rl;s en this 

beautifully writton paper uhich >llS me of tho test tho Committee h~.d seen, lb himself 

was acquainted only with the green khat and had had no experience of the dried 

leaf. He agreed that it was necessary to have analysis on the spot because 

the effect of the fresh leaf went off very quickly. There seemed to be some 

principle in the fresh leaf that deteriorated on drying. 

In one country the use of khat was banned as a short experiment but it 

was found that people obtained it from a nei~bouring country at no very great 

distance. It was imported on camel back and had much less effect. It had 

been found impossible to impose an effective ban on the use of khat; the onJ;;r 

result was to put up the price. He womered why, if the ephedrine-like 

substance that the Regional Directm- had mentioned was the only active 

principle, the chewing of the leaf had such an effect. 

some other substance in the fresh leaf. 

Possibly there was 

Khat was not regarded as an addiction-prcducing drug. It was habit-

forming but there were no ill effects in those who were deprived of khat duriIll 

the ban. Some heavy workers said that they could not work so hard. Most 

clerical workers said that they were better off without it. 

substance it fell between alcohol and tobacco. 

As a habit-forming 

He agreed with what Dr. Fau= said about the effects on the intestinal 

tract am throught that it waspro1:ably a cause of the high local incidence of 

piles, cuased by the chronic constipation. This was su')ported by the fact 

that the sale of proprietary purgatives went down during the nine months of 

the ban. Since its use produces headaChe and hangover the sales of aspirin 

fell at the same time. He did not feel much concern as to the physiological 

effects of khan am did not see any evidence of a psychotic effect. The 

principal objection to it was the economic effect that Dr. Faure had mentioned 

which was of course greater because the drug was expensive. 

Dr. SYMAN (IsrMl) asked "Iv the ban of nine months that Dr. Glyn.'1 h:'.d 

f,1cmtionvd hl'.d been imposed o.nd why it h:1d been lifted. 
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Dr. GLYNN (Unikd Kingdcm) eaid,th"t the b.~n ,,"6 o~ introduced becnuoo son 

persons in the country concerned thought that too much money was spent on khat 

and that, on social, economic and health grounds, it would b.e better to get rid 

of it. The ban was lifted because it was not working. Khat was not banned 

in neighbouring states only eight or nine miles away. Therefore, at weekends 

thousands of persons went out to the 'adjoining country to get their khat for 

which they paid a higher price in addition to what they had to spend on trans

port. There was also a large black market. It was therefore decided that 

on balance the ban did more harm than good. 

The CHAIRMAN put to the Sub-Comrrd.ttee the draft resohtion that had b.een 

circulated. 

Decision: The resolution was accepted (EM;RCllB;R.15). 

5. CTHER BUSINESS, item 15 of the Agenda 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR suggested that the Sub-Committee might like to 

consider under this item, Rule 47 of its Rules of Procedure ~ch provided that 

the Sub-Committee should appoint a co-ordinator who should meet another co

ordinator similarly appointed qy Sub-Committee A with the Regional Director in 

order to harmonize the reports of the two Sub-Committees. It would be 

necessary therefore for the Sub-Committee to designate a co-ordinator for this 

purpose. 

Dr. FAURE (FrO'nc0) rcco1l0d thnt he hod boen m:pointed os co-ordinator for the 

last meeting. There was, however, an objection this year because to do the 

work of co-ordinator he would have to stay for sorre time after the end of the 

meeting of the Sub-Committee A,and he was not sure whether that vms possible 

in vie" of the instructions he had received from his government. He thought 

therefore that someone else should be designated as co-ordinator. However, he 

w.ould himself be prepared to act as teller for which he was elected in the 

private session of the Sub-Committee, as this did not involve staying after the 

meet.ing of the Sub-Committee A. 

Dr. DOROLLE (Deputy Director-General) .rrshed to make clear what the 

Director-General had said on this subject during the secret session. He had 

said that there was no objection to the same person acting as teller and co

ordinator, but that it was not necessary that the same person should be 

appointed to both positions. Each Sub-Committee must appoint a teller but 
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there was no objection to a Sub-Committee appointing sotreone else as co-ordinator. 

The CHAIRMAN called for fuggestions from the Sub-CoImlittee. 

Nr. BORROU (I':thiopia), proposed, ~nd Dr. SYMAl'J (Israel) seconded, thC!t the 

Cl'.".irm,~n should be a,moi'1ted as co-ordinator. 

Decision: It was so agreed. 

The REGIONAL DffiECTCll. said that the consideration of the Agema was now 

completed. He hoped that at the em of the technical discussions that after

noon the Report of the Sub-Committee would be ready for adoption. 

Dr. GLYNN (United ¥fugiom)1:'.sked ,mether it '·rould be possible in future, to have 

the papers for the meeting n longer titre before the meeting of the Sub-Committee. 

The REGIONAL DIRECTCll. expressed regret if Dr. Glynn had not received his 

documents early enough. The Agenda had been sent out about two months before 

the date of the Sub-CoImlittee meeting and the Regional Director's Report am 

the Programme am Budget about three ~eks after that. The technical 

documents were sent out on 7th A ugust. He agreed that the point raised by 

Dr. Glynn was of great importance and he would do his best to expedite the 

distribution of such papers. The fault was not always with the Regional 

Office. There w;re also occasional dela;ys in the mail. 

The CHAIRMAN agreed that he himself had experienced SOtre long delays of 

mail delivery. 

The treeting closed at 12 noon. 


